Introduction
============

With a prevalence of about 7% in the general European population, insomnia disorder is the second most common mental disorder ([@awz089-B82]). Genome-wide association studies have commenced to reveal biological pathways involved in insomnia ([@awz089-B29]; [@awz089-B32]). Surprisingly, the genetic risk of insomnia disorder is only modestly correlated with the genetic risk of other unfavourable sleep traits. Rather, both genetically and phenotypically, insomnia is most markedly associated with anxiety disorders ([@awz089-B29]). Moreover, functional annotation analysis found enriched expression of insomnia risk genes in the limbic circuitry of the brain, notably in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The finding that insomnia-risk genes are expressed in limbic circuits again points to a possible key involvement of disturbed emotion processing in insomnia disorder ([@awz089-B32]). While the name insomnia highlights the sleep issues, the diagnosis requires related daytime complaints as well, and a vast number of objective and subjective measures indicate round-the-clock disturbances ([@awz089-B8]; [@awz089-B57]). Hyperarousal resembles the state that healthy volunteers show during short-lived acute anxiety or other emotional distress. The upcoming notion that emotional memory processing deficits are an important aspect of anxiety disorders ([@awz089-B35]), may apply equally well to insomnia ([@awz089-B80], [@awz089-B86]). The current study sought further support for the idea that insomnia disorder may involve a deficiency to downregulate emotional distress over time.

Several studies indicate that sleep supports the downregulation of emotional distress, although findings are equivocal (for a review see [@awz089-B70]). Some studies did not find a sleep-dependent decrease in subjective arousal ratings of the same stimuli presented both before and after periods of sleep or wakefulness ([@awz089-B4]), or both before and after a period of sleep either in early or late in the night ([@awz089-B77]; [@awz089-B27]). Both enhanced and attenuated subjective changes have been reported, across periods of both rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and REM sleep deprivation ([@awz089-B36]; [@awz089-B28]; [@awz089-B59]), and REM sleep may have a specific role in modulating the emotional response ([@awz089-B72]; [@awz089-B59]). Objective measures give somewhat more consistent, but still equivocal results: re-exposure of an emotional stimulus after a period of sleep elicits less autonomic arousal and less activation of the amygdala, than when a stimulus is repeated across a comparable period without sleep ([@awz089-B63]; [@awz089-B48]; [@awz089-B72]; [@awz089-B13]). It is important to note that re-exposure can give different results than recall. As compared to unsuccessful recall, successful recall involves the amygdala and its functional connectivity with the hippocampus and ventral medial prefrontal cortex ([@awz089-B64]; [@awz089-B38]; [@awz089-B49]). The experimental paradigm thus determines what 'good' sleep can do. Sleep may on the one hand favour decreased amygdala activity and subjective emotional intensity at later re-exposure to a stimulus that initially elicited an emotional response ([@awz089-B72]). Sleep may on the other hand also favour increased amygdala responses in association with improved recall or discerning emotional from neutral stimuli ([@awz089-B41]). Clearly, one has to carefully interpret the meaning of increases and decreases in activation within the paradigm used.

These findings indicate that recall of an emotional experience activates a memory trace in a network of brain circuits that no longer includes the limbic areas that responded to the initial experience. Indeed, functional MRI studies confirm that the brain network activation in response to a novel experience differs considerably from the activation elicited by later re-exposure to the same experience ([@awz089-B69]), and also from the activation elicited during internal recall and reliving of the same experience ([@awz089-B17]; [@awz089-B14]). The encoding and retrieval of emotional memory is initially dependent on the hippocampus and amygdala, but this is followed by consolidation and integration of memory traces into the neocortex and long-term depotentiation of the connections with the limbic circuit ([@awz089-B69]; [@awz089-B45]; [@awz089-B9]). The process of long-term memory formation can be facilitated by sleep ([@awz089-B69]; [@awz089-B78]; [@awz089-B25]; [@awz089-B85]; [@awz089-B64]; [@awz089-B72]). It is hypothesized that parts of the neuronal activity patterns elicited by the wake experience can be reactivated during sleep, while providing a unique neuromodulatory milieu for synaptic plasticity ([@awz089-B30]; [@awz089-B54]; [@awz089-B72]; [@awz089-B74]). For example, unperturbed REM sleep is characterized by virtually absent noradrenaline ([@awz089-B74]). However, if the locus coeruleus fails to completely inactivate during sleep, as indexed by phasic EEG arousals ([@awz089-B23]; [@awz089-B2]) the resulting presence of noradrenaline perturbs normal synaptic processes and may lead to the formation of long-term emotional memory traces without the dissociation from the limbic system ([@awz089-B74]; [@awz089-B67]). Corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF) signalling may be involved in the failure of the locus coeruleus to completely inactivate during sleep. During stress, projections from the amygdala release CRF, which acts on CRF~1~ receptors of noradrenergic locus coeruleus neurons to stimulate noradrenaline release ([@awz089-B47]; [@awz089-B3]).

Intriguingly, this formation of long-term memory that is facilitated by sleep has very persistent effects. Effects of immediate sleep versus initial wakefulness after learning on subsequent recognition performance have been demonstrated to last for several months in case of neutral visual stimuli ([@awz089-B69]) or word pairs ([@awz089-B40]) and even for 4 years in case of emotional text ([@awz089-B78]). These long-lasting consequences of may be highly relevant for insomnia disorder with its key characteristic of sleep fragmentation by arousals, especially during REM sleep ([@awz089-B42]; [@awz089-B50]; [@awz089-B20]; [@awz089-B58]). Indeed, a recent observational study reported that subjects with insomnia have a specific deficit in the overnight resolution of emotional distress, which can consequently linger on for even more than a week ([@awz089-B80], [@awz089-B86]). These findings suggest a chronic deficiency to dissociate the emotional response from long-term memory traces in insomnia. The fragmented sleep characteristic of insomnia commences already early in life, long before the onset of a full-blown insomnia disorder. We recently genotyped 200 healthy young volunteers devoid of any sleep disorder and found that a higher polygenic risk score for insomnia ([@awz089-B29]) predicted less slow wave activity in their sleep EEG ([@awz089-B26]). The hypothesized adverse consequences for the overnight resolution of emotional distress would thus start early in life as well. Accordingly, we hypothesized that the pattern of neuronal activity elicited by reliving emotional memories from the distant past resembles the pattern elicited by novel emotional experiences more in insomnia disorder than in normal sleepers.

We used functional MRI to evaluate the brain response to novel and past self-conscious emotional experiences in normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder. Whereas self-conscious emotions are highly relevant for psychiatry ([@awz089-B22]; [@awz089-B65]; [@awz089-B60]), neuroimaging studies are scarce. Therefore, for both normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder, we first investigated which brain areas respond to novel self-conscious emotional experiences. Subsequently, we investigated which brain areas respond to reliving self-conscious emotional experiences from the distant past and evaluated how the activation pattern overlaps with activation during novel emotional experiences. The amount of overlap was subsequently compared between normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder to address the hypothesis of insufficient dissociation of the limbic circuit from long-term memory traces in insomnia disorder.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Between March 2015 and April 2016, 57 volunteers were recruited through the Netherlands Sleep Registry ([@awz089-B6]). The inclusion criterion was an age between 18 and 70 years. Exclusion criteria for both groups were any diagnosed current or past neurological or psychiatric disorder, any current sleep disorder (other than insomnia disorder in the patient group), chronic use of medication, the use of sleep mediation during the prior 2 months, and any MRI contraindication. *n =*27 \[mean ± standard deviation (SD) age = 45.5 ± 13.4 years, 10 males\] fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for insomnia disorder, assessed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; [@awz089-B1]) and International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD3; [@awz089-B16]), while *n =*30 normal sleepers had no complaints (42.4 ± 15.8 years, 17 males). Age was not significantly different between insomnia disorder and normal sleepers \[*t*(55) = 0.80; *P* = 0.43; [Table 1](#awz089-T1){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Demographic and sleep characteristics of normal sleepers and subjects with insomnia disorder

                                                              NS (*n =*30)   ID (*n =*27)   *t*-statistic   *P*-value
  ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------- --------------------------------------------
  **Demographics**                                                                                          
  *n*, males (%)                                              17 (56.7)      10 (37.0)      χ^2^= 2.20      0.14
  Age, years                                                  42.4 (15.8)    45.5 (13.4)    0.80            0.43
  ISI (range 0--28)                                           5.1 (4.3)      18.0 (4.8)     10.65           5.6 × 10^−15†^
  **Polysomnography**                                                                                       
  TIB, min                                                    477.0 (60.1)   489.8 (45.7)   0.89            0.38
  SOL, min                                                    13.6 (9.8)     16.1 (15.1)    0.74            0.46
  WASO, min                                                   35.1 (28.8)    47.3 (32.8)    1.49            0.14
  TST, min                                                    419.6 (64.4)   409.5 (63.9)   −0.58           0.56
  SE (%)                                                      88.0 (8.9)     83.6 (10.0)    −1.76           0.084
  N1, min                                                     12.9 (8.2)     14.8 (9.0)     0.81            0.42
  N2, min                                                     193.7 (48.9)   189.2 (49.0)   −0.34           0.73
  N3, min                                                     126.7 (51.0)   124.6 (41.2)   −0.17           0.87
  REM, min                                                    86.3 (37.4)    81.0 (36.6)    −0.54           0.59
  **Arousal index** [**^a^**](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                 
  Stage N1, *n*/h                                             10.4 (12.8)    18.8 (21.2)    1.82            0.074
  Stage N2, *n*/h                                             5.9 (4.0)      8.0 (5.0)      1.78            0.082
  Stage N3, *n*/h                                             3.0 (1.5)      3.8 (2.6)      1.53            0.13
  Stage REM, *n*/h                                            8.0 (4.8)      13.0 (7.1)     3.14            0.0027[^\*^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

Values are presented as mean (SD) unless otherwise stated.

^a^The number of cortical arousals identified as brief wake-like EEG activity per hour spent in each sleep stage.

\*Uncorrected significance threshold *P* \< 0.05; ^†^significant after Dunn-Šidák correction for 20 tests, *P* \< 0.0026 (FWE = 0.05). ISI = Insomnia Severity Index; SE = sleep efficiency; SOL = sleep onset latency; TIB = time in bed; WASO = wake after sleep onset.

Subjective complaints assessed with the Insomnia Severity Index were significantly higher in participants diagnosed with insomnia disorder (18.0 ± 4.8) than in normal sleepers \[5.1 ± 4.3, *t*(55) = 10.65, *P* = 5.6 × 10^−15^\]. Polysomnography recordings were obtained from two consecutive nights in the sleep lab. The first night was regarded as an adaptation night. Standardized sleep scoring ([@awz089-B31]) was performed for the second night. Comparisons of polysomnography parameters between normal sleepers and insomnia disorder revealed no significant differences in the time spent awake or in any sleep stage (0.08 ≤ *P* ≤ 0.99; [Table 1](#awz089-T1){ref-type="table"}). This finding is in line with the consensus that polysomnography is not required for the routine evaluation of insomnia and that polysomnography abnormalities are not a defining characteristic of insomnia disorder ([@awz089-B62]). Microstructural analysis, however, revealed significantly more REM arousals in insomnia disorder \[*t*(54) = 3.14, *P* = 0.003; [Table 1](#awz089-T1){ref-type="table"}\], supporting the suggestion that this is a robust marker of insomnia ([@awz089-B20], [@awz089-B21]; [@awz089-B58]).

The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics review board of the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Written informed consent was obtained prior to study enrolment.

Procedures
----------

Participants were invited to the Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience for an intake interview, structural MRI scans, karaoke-style audio recordings, and retrieval of autobiographical emotional experiences (see below). A week later, they returned for functional MRI assessments between either 07:30 and 10:00 h (*n =*27, 14 with insomnia disorder) or 17:00 and 22:00 h (*n =*30, 13 with insomnia disorder) counterbalanced across groups \[chi-square test; *χ*^2^(1) = 0.41, *P* = 0.52\].

Participants were exposed to stimuli aimed at eliciting novel and relived self-conscious emotions, during concurrent functional MRI and galvanic skin response recordings (see [Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details). We specifically induced self-conscious emotions, since they are more relevant to psychological functioning than basic emotions ([@awz089-B22]; [@awz089-B65]; [@awz089-B60]). We adapted two original paradigms to induce novel emotional experiences ([@awz089-B66]), and to perform cued recall of autobiographical memories ([@awz089-B79]). The 'novel' emotional stimuli aimed to induce novel shameful experiences by confronting participants with listening to 16-s fragments of their own solo singing, unaccompanied by music. The recording was obtained a week prior to the experiments in a 'karaoke' setup, without explicitly stating what the purpose of the recording was. Just prior to the functional MRI experiment, participants were instructed that they would be exposed to recordings of their own and of others, while the two researchers were listening along. The 'relived' emotional stimuli aimed to induce reliving of at least five shameful experiences recalled from the distant past. Participants recalled each shameful experience for 16 s aided by the sets of keywords that they had defined themselves a week before ([Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To obtain 'emotion-specific' brain activation contrasts, trials with emotional stimuli were interleaved with trials with neutral stimuli ([Fig. 1](#awz089-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The novel emotional stimuli were interleaved with novel neutral stimuli consisting of fragments of a recording of the same song, sung by a sex-matched semi-professional singer. The relived emotional stimuli were interleaved with relived neutral stimuli: sets of keywords that participants had defined themselves to describe a trivial non-emotional experience from the same period in time as each of the shameful experiences. There was no difference in the average time since occurrence of the autobiographical events between insomnia disorder (16.9 ± 15.8 years) and normal sleepers \[17.9 ± 13.19 years, β(standard error, SE) = --0.97 (2.97), *t*(209) = −0.33, *P* = 0.74\].

![**Induction of novel and relived self-conscious emotions.** Each trial started with a fixation-cross presented on the screen for 7 to 9 s, after which the emotional or neutral stimulus was presented. (**A**) The novel stimuli were audio fragments, of either of the participant's own solo singing (emotional) or of a semi-professional singer (neutral). (**B**) Reliving of emotional experiences was aided by the presentation of four cue words 'cue1' to 'cue4' related to either an emotional or a neutral memory. Subjective emotional intensity was assessed with response options ranging from 'none' (1) to 'strong' (4). To promote dissipation of the induced emotion, each trial was followed by a 1-back task that closed with a rating of the subjective effort required to perform it (same response options).](awz089f1){#awz089-F1}

To obtain an index of perceived emotional intensity, participants were visually probed with the term 'intensity' after each stimulus and allowed 3.5 s to choose one of the response options 'none', 'mild', 'quite', or 'strong' using a button-box ([Fig. 1](#awz089-F1){ref-type="fig"}). To prevent possible lingering of induced emotions into subsequent trials, participants then had to divert their attention by performing an audio-visual 1-back task for 15 s and rate the amount of effort it took to perform that task. Participants practiced the paradigm prior to the experiment, and were counterbalanced to be first exposed to 20 novel, and subsequently to 20 relived trials, or vice versa. For both the novel and relived stimulus types, the trials were presented in two runs of five emotional and five neutral trials. To prevent stimulus anticipation, half of the emotional trials were followed by neutral trials and half of the neutral trials were followed by emotional trials.

Finally, to confirm that the stimuli induced self-conscious emotions, we asked participants upon completion of each of the runs to rate the intensity of a list of 17 emotions they felt in response to the emotional stimuli (eight negative basic emotions: 'sadness', 'fear', 'anger', 'upset', 'disgust', 'rage', 'aversion', and 'fright'; four positive basic emotions: 'surprise', 'interest', 'pleasure', 'excitement'; and five self-conscious emotions: 'shame', 'humiliation', 'pride', 'embarrassment', and 'guilt'). Emotion words were presented in random sequence with response options on a Likert-type scale ranging from 'none' (0) to 'strong' (4).

Brain imaging acquisition and processing
----------------------------------------

Functional brain data were acquired on a 3-T scanner (Philips Achieva, Philips Healthcare), *n =*212 echo-planar images, repetition time: 2500 ms, echo time: 28 ms, voxel-size: 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm, 43 slices, field-of-view: 240 × 240 mm, flip-angle: 77.2°, parallel imaging SENSE factor 2. A T~1~-weighted scan was used for anatomical registration and B0 field maps were acquired in between each run to correct the echo planar imaging (EPI) images for magnetic-field distortions ([@awz089-B33]).

B0 field maps were preprocessed according to previous instructions ([@awz089-B73]). EPI images were motion corrected with MCFLIRT using the middle volume, masked to remove non-brain voxels, spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (5 mm full-width at half-maximum) to reduce noise, and normalized to the grand mean intensity. The ICA-AROMA algorithm was applied to non-aggressively remove motion artefacts ([@awz089-B55]), and time series extracted from white matter and CSF voxels were used to perform nuisance regression. The EPI time series were high-pass filtered with a cut-off at 1/90 Hz. Transformation matrices were obtained by the combination of a boundary-based registration of the EPI scan to the anatomical scan, and an affine registration of the anatomical scan to the standard-space image (MNI152 T~1~-weighted anatomical image at 1 mm^3^, FLIRT). Finally, the EPI images were corrected for subject-specific B0 field distortion maps ([@awz089-B84], [@awz089-B83]; [@awz089-B5]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Separately for novel and relived experiences, the subject-level blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses to emotional stimuli and neutral stimuli were evaluated with general linear models (FSL FEAT v6.00, see [Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@awz089-B84]). Emotional and neutral stimuli were modelled with two box-car regressors convolved with a double-gamma haemodynamic response function. The emotion-specific BOLD response was obtained for each participant by contrasting the parameter estimates of the two regressors (*β*~emotional~ − *β*~neutral~).

The group-level statistical analyses commenced with a descriptive analysis that evaluated the mean emotion-specific brain responses to novel or to relived experiences within patients with insomnia disorder and within normal sleepers. Then we evaluated our main hypothesis in two steps. First, we tested for differences in the brain response to novel or to relived experiences between normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder. Second, we tested for overlap in the brain response to novel or to relived experiences within normal sleepers and within patients with insomnia disorder. Clusters were obtained using the default methods of FSL FEAT, thresholding at \|*Z*\| \> 3.1 (*P* \< 0.001) and a cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons based on Gaussian Random Field Theory.

The descriptive group-level statistical analyses were performed using a two-way ANOVA (FSL FLAME 1+2; [@awz089-B5]; [@awz089-B83]) that estimated the mean emotion-specific BOLD response for each combination of stimulus type ('novel' or 'relived') and group membership ('insomnia disorder' or 'normal sleepers'). Covariates were age and sex, and to account for interindividual differences in perceived emotional intensity ([@awz089-B52]), an additional covariate indicated the participant's mean intensity difference between the emotional and neutral stimuli.

Subsequently we evaluated our main hypothesis in two steps. First, we defined two masks encompassing the significant clusters in either patients with insomnia disorder or normal sleepers: one mask for novel and the other mask for relived experiences. Separately for novel and relived experiences, we examined the differences in the emotion-specific BOLD response between patients with insomnia disorder and normal sleepers within the corresponding mask using two one-way ANOVAs (FSL FLAME 1+2; [@awz089-B5]; [@awz089-B83]). We included the covariates age, sex, and perceived emotional intensity, and excluded the covariate if it was not significant.

The second part of our hypothesis stated that the brain response pattern with relived experiences in participants with insomnia disorder would resemble their brain response to novel experiences, because of their deficiency to dissociate the limbic circuit from long-term memory traces. We expected no, or less, overlap in limbic regions in normal sleepers, because their recall of past emotional events would activate long-term memory traces without limbic involvement. This hypothesis was examined separately within patients with insomnia disorder and normal sleepers with conjunction analyses testing for the overlap in emotion-specific BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences ('easythresh_conj' algorithm by S. Smith and M. Jenkinson of the FMRIB Image Analysis Group, University of Oxford).

Complementary to the functional MRI analyses, we validated whether the novel and relived emotional stimuli were successful in inducing an emotional response in terms of perceived intensity ratings and autonomic activation (see [Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for skin conductance signal processing). A three-way mixed-effects ANOVA evaluated the fixed-effects of stimulus type ('novel' versus 'relived'), stimulus valence ('emotional' versus 'neutral'), and group-membership ('insomnia disorder' versus 'normal sleepers') on perceived intensity ratings and event-related galvanic skin responses. Confound regressors were age and sex. We found that the first stimulus elicited greater galvanic skin responses as compared to the subsequent stimuli (*P* = 0.001), we therefore included a factor indicating each first stimulus in the galvanic skin response models. The random-effects design matrix included a random intercept for each participant, and a random slope for first-stimulus for galvanic skin response models. Standardized *β*-estimates are reported, and *P* \< 0.05 was considered significant.

Data availability
-----------------

The data and software/scripts used in this study are available on reasonable request from the corresponding author.

Results
=======

Stimulus validation
-------------------

In support of the validity of using the tasks for our aims, we confirmed that 'shame' was on average the most intensely perceived emotion ([Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, a significant main effect of stimulus valence indicated that emotional stimuli were on average rated more intense than neutral ones \[*F*(1,2223) = 459.57, *P* = 7.9 × 10^−93^\]. Also galvanic skin response amplitudes were on average greater in response to emotional stimuli than to neutral ones \[*F*(1,502) = 5.02, *P* = 0.03\].

### Mixed effect ANOVAs for perceived intensity ratings and galvanic skin responses

A significant three-way interaction \[*F*(1,2223) = 9.41, *P* = 0.002\] indicated that the group difference in perceived intensity ratings between emotional and neutral relived experiences was different for novel experiences. Although the three-way interaction was significant, *post hoc t*-tests showed that here were no significant group differences in perceived intensity ratings to novel emotional \[*β* (SE) = 0.28 (0.20), *t*(563) = 1.40, *P* = 0.16\], or novel neutral stimuli \[*β* (SE) = 0.05 (0.12), *t*(553) = 0.42, *P* = 0.68\]. Also for relived experiences, there were no significant group differences in perceived intensity ratings to emotional \[*β* (SE) = 0.02 (0.15), *t*(555) = 0.12, *P* = 0.91\], or neutral stimuli \[*β* (SE) = 0.22 (0.16), *t*(546) = 1.43, *P* = 0.15\].

Furthermore, a significant three-way interaction \[*F*(1,502) = 4.16, *P* = 0.04\] indicated that the group difference in galvanic skin response amplitudes between emotional and neutral relived experiences was different for novel experiences. *Post hoc t*-tests indicated that while there were no group differences in galvanic skin response amplitudes to novel emotional \[*β* (SE) = 0.17 (0.24), *t*(127) = 0.70, *P* = 0.48\], or novel neutral stimuli \[*β* (SE) = 0.27 (0.18), *t*(100) = 1.46, *P* = 0.15\]; relived emotional stimuli elicited greater galvanic skin responses than neutral ones in patients with insomnia disorder \[*β* (SE) = 0.31 (0.11), *t*(140) = 3.00, *P* = 0.003\], whereas in normal sleepers, reliving emotional or neutral events from the past elicited similar galvanic skin responses \[*β* (SE) = --0.01 (0.11), *t*(127) = --0.09, *P* = 0.93\].

Combined, these findings indicate that the emotional response to novel experiences was similar in patients with insomnia disorder and normal sleepers. For relived experiences on the other hand, we observed a differential response between normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder. Normal sleepers experienced emotional and neutral relived stimuli with similar intensity in terms of autonomic responses; patients with insomnia disorder, however, experienced a stronger autonomic response to relived emotional stimuli than to neutral ones.

Emotion-specific BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences
----------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#awz089-T2){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of the most important functional MRI findings; detailed descriptions of the clusters and local maximally significant voxels are provided in [Supplementary Tables 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Emotion-specific BOLD activations to novel and relived experiences

  Region                            Novel   Relived                                                             
  --------------------------------- ------- --------- --------- -------- ---------- -------- --------- -------- ----------
  **Normal sleepers**                                                                                           
  Anterior cingulate gyrus          R       1         17        34       5.37       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Insula                            R       39        10        3        4.32       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −40       7         −2       4.33       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Orbitofrontal cortex              R       36        29        0        5.13       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Operculum cortex                  R       47        25        −3       5.51       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −47       13        1        4.27       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Inferior frontal gyri             R       49        32        2        5.53       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −54       9         1        4.79       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Superior frontal gyrus            R       4         14        59       7.34       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Planum temporale                  R       64        −34       18       6.29       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −61       −29       9        5.53       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Anterior supramarginal gyrus      R       62        −33       40       4.41       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −66       −38       23       4.35       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Posterior supramarginal gyrus     R       59        −39       18       6.55       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −66       −43       12       4.96       −67      −47       26       3.99
  Temporal pole                     R       54        14        −6       6.19       \-       \-        \-       \-
  **Insomnia disorder**                                                                                         
  Amygdala                          R       24        −4        −12      4.26       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Anterior cingulate gyrus          **R**   **3**     **20**    **30**   **5.59**   **1**    **26**    **32**   **4.61**
                                    **L**   **−2**    **19**    **36**   **6.40**   **−4**   **24**    **31**   **4.70**
  Paracingulate gyrus               **R**   **1**     **22**    **38**   **6.73**   **1**    **21**    **37**   **4.15**
                                    L       −4        21        38       6.42       −4       10        45       4.85
  Supplementary motor area          R       6         2         67       6.23       1        2         47       4.29
                                    L       −1        −4        66       5.59       −4       5         47       4.24
  Insula                            R       45        12        −4       6.39       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −37       −21       2        4.77       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Thalamus                          R       4         −4        8        4.60       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −6        −5        8        4.99       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Orbitofrontal cortex              R       44        23        −6       5.96       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −29       11        −18      5.75       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Operculum cortex                  R       55        −28       22       3.70       54       −26       21       4.17
                                    L       −53       −39       28       5.24       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Inferior frontal gyri             R       51        11        3        4.83       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −48       20        3        4.26       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Superior frontal gyrus            R       8         8         69       5.53       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −2        15        61       5.34       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Planum temporale                  R       50        −31       15       6.54       65       −25       12       3.55
                                    L       −44       −32       7        5.69       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Posterior middle temporal gyrus   R       52        −37       2        4.38       53       −20       −6       4.42
                                    L       −55       −14       −9       4.12       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Anterior supramarginal gyrus      R       \-        \-        \-       \-         66       −25       26       4.13
                                    L       −63       −40       29       4.66       \-       \-        \-       \-
  Posterior supramarginal gyrus     **R**   **63**    **−39**   **18**   **6.41**   **66**   **−35**   **21**   **4.32**
                                    L       −60       −43       26       5.41       −59      −51       26       3.89
  Temporal pole                     R       54        8         −16      5.29       \-       \-        \-       \-
                                    L       −34       23        −31      4.94       \-       \-        \-       \-

The table shows the coordinates of within-cluster local maxima of emotion-specific BOLD responses. Values in bold indicate overlap in BOLD responses to novel and relived emotional stimuli confirmed by conjunction analysis. Clusters were obtained by thresholding at \|*Z*\| \> 3.1 (*P*\< 0.001), and cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons was applied at *P*\< 0.05, using Gaussian Random Field Theory. H = hemipshere; L = left; R = right.

### BOLD responses to novel self-conscious emotional experiences

In normal sleepers, eight clusters across known brain networks showed BOLD activations specific to experiencing novel self-conscious emotions. Activations were seen in the sensorimotor network, extended auditory network, and salience network ([Fig. 2](#awz089-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Within the salience network, activation clusters encompassed the bilateral ACC, the bilateral anterior insula, and cortices often associated with the salience network: the right orbitofrontal cortex, and inferior frontal gyri: right triangularis, and bilateral frontal operculum. Deactivations were observed in seven clusters encompassing the posterior default mode network: bilateral superior occipital cortex, and bilateral angular gyrus; as well as in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus and the bilateral middle temporal gyrus.

![**Emotion-specific BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences.** Group means for the contrast between emotional and neutral stimuli. The mean percent BOLD change is coded by hue and the *Z*-statistic is coded by opacity. Significant clusters are indicated with black outlines (FLAME 1+2, \|*Z\|* \> 3.10 and *P* \< 0.05; see [Supplementary Tables 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed description of clusters). (**A**) In normal sleepers, emotion-specific BOLD activations to novel experiences were observed in the salience network, the extended auditory system, and the orbitofrontal cortex. (**B**) In patients with insomnia, emotion-specific BOLD activations to novel experiences included these areas but covered wider areas and were also seen in the amygdala. (**C**) In normal sleepers, emotion-specific BOLD activations to relived experiences were observed in the left supramarginal gyrus and just anterior and superior of the caudate nucleus (**D**) whereas in patients with insomnia, BOLD activations were most pronounced in the dorsal ACC, and pre-SMA, right parietal operculum cortex, right planum temporale, right parietal operculum cortex, and bilateral supramarginal gyrus. Amg = amygdala; CA = caudate nucleus; CB = cerebellum; dACC = dorsal ACC; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; Ins = insula; LgG = lingual gyrus; mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; OFC = orbital frontal gyrus; Op = operculum cortex; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; PHG = parahippocampal gyrus; PT = planum temporale; RSC = retrosplenial cortex; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; sLOC = superior lateral occipital cortex; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; Thal = thalamus.](awz089f2){#awz089-F2}

In insomnia disorder, emotion-specific BOLD activations were likewise seen in nine clusters across the same brain networks as in found in normal sleepers, be it more extended and including limbic regions such as the right amygdala, posterior cingulate cortex, bilateral thalamus, and the paralimbic medial PFC ([Fig. 1](#awz089-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). No significant deactivations were observed in insomnia disorder.

A one-way ANOVA with age as a confounder revealed no significant differences in the emotion-specific BOLD response to novel experiences between normal sleepers and patients with insomnia disorder. Combined, the findings indicate that novel self-conscious emotions elicit activations of similar magnitude in the salience network and limbic circuit (ACC) in both normal sleepers and patients with insomnia.

### BOLD responses to relived self-conscious emotional experiences

In normal sleepers, emotion-specific BOLD responses with reliving memories from the distant past included a cluster in the left supramarginal gyrus, and a cluster just anterior and superior of the caudate nucleus ([Fig. 1](#awz089-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Furthermore, a negative contrast indicated weaker BOLD responses with reliving emotional memories as compared to neutral memories in a cluster encompassing the left posterior parahippocampal and lingual gyrus, in the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, in the left inferior temporal-occipital junction, and in two clusters in the posterior default mode network: bilateral retrosplenial cortex and right superior lateral occipital cortex.

Whereas the deactivation pattern was similar in insomnia disorder as in normal sleepers ([Supplementary Tables 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), additional activation clusters were found in insomnia disorder: the ACC, paracingulate gyrus and pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA); right parietal operculum cortex, right planum temporale, right parietal operculum cortex, bilateral supramarginal gyrus, and left posterior temporal gyri. Of note, these were all regions that also responded to novel self-conscious emotions ([Fig. 2](#awz089-F2){ref-type="fig"}D). A one-way ANOVA with age as a confounder indicated that participants with insomnia disorder showed stronger emotion-specific responses to relived experiences in the dorsal ACC \[*P*~cluster~ = 0.035, *Z*~max~ = 3.72 at MNI~xyz~ = (1, 3, 45) mm\].

### Similarities in emotion-specific BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences

The findings suggest that normal sleepers activate a markedly different brain circuit while reliving emotional memories from the distant past as compared to when they are exposed to novel emotional experiences. In patients with insomnia, however, the brain circuits recruited with reliving distant emotional memories overlapped with the circuits recruited during a novel emotional experience, notably so for the dorsal ACC. Indeed, a formal conjunction analysis showed no overlap in emotion-specific BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences in normal sleepers, while there was significant overlap in insomnia disorder in two clusters: one cluster encompassing the dorsal ACC, paracingulate gyrus, and part of the pre-SMA \[*P~cluster~* = 3.9 × 10^−6^, *Z*~max~ = 4.70 at MNI~xyz~ = (−4, 24, 31) mm; [Fig. 3](#awz089-F3){ref-type="fig"}\], and a cluster in the right supramarginal gyrus \[*P~cluster~* = 0.0005, *Z*~max~ = 4.32 at MNI~xyz~ = (66, −35, 21) mm\].

![**The dorsal ACC responds to both novel and relived self-conscious emotions in patients with insomnia disorder but not in normal sleepers.** (**A**) Boxplots: thick lines indicate the median per cent BOLD change within the dorsal ACC (significant cluster found in insomnia disorder, black outline in **B**). The box extends from the 25th to the 75th percentile and whiskers extend to the most extreme data point within the range of the box ± 1.5 × IQR. (**B**) The mean emotion-specific BOLD response to relived and novel experiences is coded by hue (emotional--neutral contrast). The voxel's *Z*-statistic for conjunction is coded with opacity (between 0 \< \|*Z*\| \< 5; see 'Materials and methods' section). The significantly overlapping cluster (\|*Z\|* \> 3.10 and *P* \< 0.05) in the dorsal ACC is indicated with black outline; one other cluster was found in the right supramarginal gyrus (not shown; see 'Results' section).](awz089f3){#awz089-F3}

Discussion
==========

The current study sought support for the hypothesis that patients suffering from insomnia show insufficient dissociation of the limbic circuit from long-term memory traces. We used functional MRI to evaluate whether participants with insomnia show more overlap in BOLD responses to novel and relived experiences than normal sleepers do.

In normal sleepers, we observed a limbic response in the ACC while experiencing novel emotional distress but not while reliving emotional distress from the distant past. This finding is in line with the hypothesis that the limbic circuit was effectively dissociated from long-term memory traces in normal sleepers. In insomnia disorder, we observed a limbic response in the ACC while experiencing novel emotional distress. In contrast to normal sleepers, however, the BOLD response pattern to relived experiences showed a partial overlap with the response to novel experiences in those with insomnia disorder. Conjunction analysis specifically identified overlap in the bilateral supramarginal gyrus and the dorsal ACC. Group comparison indeed confirmed a significantly stronger dorsal ACC activation in insomnia disorder than in normal sleepers during reliving of self-conscious emotional experiences from the past. These findings are in line with the hypothesis that insomnia disorder involves a deficiency to dissociate the limbic system from emotional long-term memory traces.

The conjunction mask, indicating overlap between brain responses to relived emotional experiences and novel emotional stimuli in insomnia disorder, encompassed the dorsal ACC and part of the pre-SMA. The ACC is a relatively large cortical region that is part of the limbic system, and has functional anatomical connections with cortical regions involved in higher-order cognition and sensorimotor function such as the pre-SMA ([@awz089-B11]; [@awz089-B18]). Both the pre-SMA and ACC have been implicated in a wide range of functions. Studies for example showed pre-SMA involvement in preparation and (cognitive) modulation of motor responses ([@awz089-B24]; [@awz089-B34]), and ACC involvement in pain and basic emotions ([@awz089-B75]), prediction error ([@awz089-B10]), sensory integration ([@awz089-B18]), and cognitive control and response modulation ([@awz089-B11]). The ACC has been subdivided into a dorsal region that serves cognitive appraisal and expression of emotions, and a ventral region involved in emotion regulation through its strong connectivity with the limbic regions ([@awz089-B76]; [@awz089-B15]; [@awz089-B11]; [@awz089-B18]). Interindividual differences in activation of the dorsal ACC while reliving emotional experiences in insomnia disorder was correlated with galvanic skin responses ([Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This ancillary finding indicates that the dorsal ACC response to relived experiences in insomnia disorder may signify primary somatic reactivity rather than higher-order emotional appraisal. It is tempting to suggest that the dorsal ACC activation while recalling emotional distress from the past in insomnia disorder might represent the neurobiological substrate of the link between long-lasting emotional distress and hyperarousal ([@awz089-B80]). The bilateral supramarginal gyrus also showed activation during relived self-conscious emotional experiences in insomnia disorder. The wide range of functions attributed to the supramarginal gyrus do not currently allow for a clear interpretation of a possible role in insomnia disorder and emotional distress.

The BOLD response pattern to novel self-conscious emotional experiences in normal sleepers and in insomnia disorder is in line with findings of cognitive appraisal of emotions, which recruits key regions such as the medial prefrontal cortex, dorsal ACC, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and the inferior frontal gyri ([@awz089-B37]; [@awz089-B46]; [@awz089-B51]; [@awz089-B71]). In insomnia disorder, however, we found additional recruitment of limbic areas with novel emotional experiences, which may signify insufficient top-down cognitive control or the use of maladaptive coping strategies ([@awz089-B19]). Indeed, [@awz089-B44] found that people with insomnia disorder experience a greater impact of minor daily stressful events and suggested a role of dysfunctional emotional appraisal in the aetiology of insomnia disorder.

Possible mechanisms underlying disrupted formation of emotional long-term memory in insomnia disorder
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although previous neuroimaging studies are equivocal in the identification of specific brain areas involved in the aetiology of insomnia disorder ([@awz089-B68]), a role of the ACC has frequently been reported. ([@awz089-B53]) applied magnetic resonance spectroscopy and reported that people with insomnia have a low concentration of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the ACC. ([@awz089-B61]) used a fear conditioning and extinction paradigm and implicated the dorsal ACC in the delayed acquisition of fear extinction observed in insomnia patients as compared to controls. Another notable finding is the activation of the ACC by the claustrum during REM sleep ([@awz089-B56]; [@awz089-B39]). This is interesting because both structures show enriched expression of risk genes for insomnia ([@awz089-B32]), and restless REM sleep is a characteristic sleep EEG signature of insomnia ([@awz089-B20]; [@awz089-B58]), once more confirmed by the polysomnography findings in the current sample. The arousals that occur during restless REM sleep may indicate a failure to completely inactivate the locus coeruleus ([@awz089-B23]; [@awz089-B2]). If noradrenaline is present during REM sleep, it could interfere with the synaptic dissociation of the limbic circuit with the formation of long-term memory traces ([@awz089-B74]; [@awz089-B67]). Although the findings of this cross-sectional study do not provide direct support for this hypothesis, we postulate that this may show markedly in the ACC, which is specifically activated during REM sleep ([@awz089-B56]; [@awz089-B39]). But we add that the current findings are also compatible with impaired processing of emotional memories not specifically dependent on sleep.

One alternative interpretation could be that inappropriate ACC activation during recall of past experiences might be explained better by current generalized hyperarousal in insomnia disorder. This alternative hypothesis would predict higher ACC activation in insomnia disorder than in normal sleepers irrespective of whether stimuli concern novel or relived emotional experiences. For novel experiences, however, patients with insomnia disorder did not differ from normal sleepers: neither for emotion-specific galvanic skin response amplitudes or BOLD responses, nor for perceived intensity ratings. Patients with insomnia disorder showed significantly stronger emotion-specific ACC activation and galvanic skin responses exclusively while reliving memories from the distant past. In addition, ancillary analyses using several indices of trait and state-like hyperarousal did not support the alternative hypothesis that a more generalized hyperarousal would better explain our findings ([Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, 'Sensitivity analysis and specificity of dorsal ACC activation to relived emotional experiences' section).

Another alternative interpretation could be that inappropriate ACC activation during reliving of past experiences is due to group differences in emotional reactivity during the original experience. We have no access to the emotional impact of the experience when it occurred in the distant past. However, we did assess the emotional impact of a current novel experience. As mentioned above, for novel experiences, insomnia disorder did not differ from normal sleepers: neither for emotion-specific galvanic skin response amplitudes or BOLD responses, nor for perceived intensity ratings. Stronger emotion-specific ACC activation and galvanic skin responses in insomnia disorder were exclusive to reliving memories from the distant past. We moreover evaluated whether insomnia disorder and normal sleepers differed with respect to the currently experienced subjective intensity of relived emotions. A multivariate analysis indicated no group differences in the intensity ratings of 17 emotions obtained directly upon completion of each of the two runs while reliving past experiences \[one-way MANOVA; *F*(1,52) = 1.18, *P* = 0.72\].

Our findings resemble to some extent those of a study on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), another disorder characterized by hyperarousal. During recall of emotional memories, people with PTSD showed a stronger dorsal ACC response than controls that had experienced similarly intense emotional events, but had not developed PTSD ([@awz089-B81]). The findings suggest that the response of the dorsal ACC in the PTSD group did not seem better explained by a more intense original experience.

Combined, we may tentatively conclude that the dorsal ACC response in insomnia disorder while reliving emotional experiences is not likely to merely result from a more intense emotion during the first experience, nor of generalized hyperarousal. It may signify a deficiency to dissociate the ACC from emotional long-term memory traces.

Several aspects of the present study may limit its interpretation. First, the volunteers were recruited from the Netherlands Sleep Registry (NSR) which is not a random sample from the general population, and may be slightly biased to subjects with a special interest in sleep or participating in scientific research. We purposefully did not sample exclusively from sleep clinics because, unfortunately, awareness for insomnia in general practice is still insufficient ([@awz089-B7]), and sleep clinic-based studies may over-represent more complex insomnia cases. In fact, as compared to clinics, the sample of the NSR may reach a more diverse population of patients with insomnia disorder, because we stress the need for volunteers covering the whole spectrum of good to bad sleepers. Indeed, the NSR has a uniform insomnia severity distribution: 38% are without insomnia, 29% may have subthreshold insomnia, and 33% have clinical insomnia ([@awz089-B43]; [@awz089-B6]).

A further possible limitation is that a small difference in sex distribution occurred because we did not select on sex, and insomnia is more common in females than males. We recruited more female participants with insomnia disorder (63.0%) than female normal sleepers (43.3%) and might alternatively have excluded some of the male controls and/or female insomnia applicants. The difference in sex distribution was non-significant (*P* = 0.14), and we verified that sex did not affect the emotion-specific BOLD response, amplitude of galvanic skin responses or perceived intensity ratings ([Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, 'Effects of age and sex on perceived intensity ratings and galvanic skin response amplitudes' and 'Effects of age and sex on the emotion-specific BOLD response' sections). Another possible limitation is that we elicited novel and relived emotional distress through two different stimulus modalities; auditory to elicit novel distress and visual to cue the requested start of reliving past distress. Therefore, novel and relived experiences activated different sensory areas ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, a sensory stimulus is required to elicit novel distress, but not for reliving past distress. Relived emotions may also have acquired secondary emotional loading, like regret, in contrast to the more primary novel emotions. Our design aimed to distill the emotional component of the induced experiences, by contrasting brain activity during novel and relived experienced with brain activity of corresponding neutral experiences. Some within-subject variability in the specificity of emotional and neutral distant memories and between-subject variability in other processes is likely to have remained and may have lowered the signal to noise ratio in our assessments. This did not preclude our finding of systematic differences in subjective ratings and in brain responses in areas involved in salience and emotion. A final possible limitation is that we do not have access to the detailed sleep history since the original occurrence of the relived stimuli*.*We found no evidence that features of sleep the night before our experimental probing of emotional circuits were associated with either the dorsal ACC BOLD response, the galvanic skin response amplitudes, or perceived intensity ratings ([Supplementary Table 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given the long time scale of past emotional experiences in this study (on average about 15 years ago), and the large night-to-night variability of sleep in insomnia ([@awz089-B12]), we considered it unlikely that polysomnography variables derived from a single night would reflect trait-like sleep characteristics across years of insomnia. Sleep features obtained during a single night do not adequately represent the proposed more chronic process we hypothesized to underlie the failure to dissociate the dorsal ACC from the emotional memory trace. Our hypothesis is that people who are diagnosed with insomnia later in life, may have shown signs of restless sleep and insufficient dissociation of ACC involvement and dissipation of emotional distress already early in life. The hypothesis is supported by two observations. First, retrospective sleep history assessment since one's earliest memories, indicates that people with a current diagnosis are more likely to have experienced sleep complaints already early in life (unpublished data; [@awz089-B6]). Second, we recently genotyped 200 healthy young volunteers devoid of any sleep disorder diagnosis and found that a higher polygenic risk score for insomnia ([@awz089-B29]) predicted less slow wave activity in their current polysomnography ([@awz089-B26]). Notwithstanding the study's sampling and design limitations, the major strengths were the considerable sample size (*n =*57) in comparison to most neuroimaging studies, careful design of the stimulus presentation paradigm and its validation through autonomic-activity assessments and self-rated intensity of emotions. Furthermore, we controlled for known confounders including time of day and differences in perceived emotional intensity between stimulus modalities. Finally, we report a chronic insufficiency to dissociate the dorsal ACC from long-term memory traces in insomnia, a finding that was further corroborated by showing that this dorsal ACC response was associated with autonomic reactivity, which provides a possible neurobiological link between long-lasting emotional distress and hyperarousal.

In conclusion, the present study adds to the converging body of evidence that implicate the ACC as an important cortical area in the mechanisms involved in insomnia. Our findings suggest involvement of the dorsal ACC in insufficient long-term adaptation to emotional memory in people suffering from insomnia. Future studies into fundamental mechanisms underlying insomnia could evaluate whether REM-specific activation of the ACC ([@awz089-B56]) is involved in the overnight dissociation of its functional connectivity, and whether such processes are perturbed in case of a failing shutdown of noradrenergic activity during REM sleep ([@awz089-B74]; [@awz089-B67]).
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:   anterior cingulate cortex
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